Budget may cut faculty raises

By JOHN MONTHERNO
Self Reporter

In response to a disappointing revenue forecast, Washington Gov. Gary Locke wants to cut annual cost of living increases for state employees. This could affect Highline faculty.

"To help balance the budget, Gov. Locke wants to cut annual cost of living increases for state employees. This could affect Highline faculty."

...administration, said Hiflint has not received instruction from the governor on how to proceed with these cuts. Tuesday's revenue forecast continued the Washington State Department of Revenue's message that 2000 tax receipts will fall short of expectations. This brings the total budget shortfall to $1.5 billion.

Many classes are canceled for spring

By KELLY WALACE
Self Reporter

Darrell Sanson has experienced the worst event a brother can possibly imagine. In September 2000, his sister Jean died of a heart attack. She collapsed during a swim meet after climbing out of Mount Rainier's pool. She suffered from a "ventricular fibrillation," as Sanson explains, it's important to have a defibrillator on the scene. The defibrillator that could have saved his sister's life is a Lifepak 500 manufactured by Physio-Control, located in Redmond. It is almost fully automatic and easy to use.

Defibrillators are electronic devices, which are used to reestablish a normal heartbeat in victims. As Sanson explains, it's important to have a defibrillator on the scene.

"It's a very difficult situation to find a pulse and it's normally incorrect. It won't give a shock if it's not necessary and the hands must be far enough from the shunt to make sure it's not necessary," said Sanson. "If it's not necessary, it won't give a shock if it's not necessary and the hands must be far enough from the shunt to make sure it's not necessary."

"It's a very difficult situation to find a pulse and it's normally incorrect. It won't give a shock if it's not necessary and the hands must be far enough from the shunt to make sure it's not necessary," said Sanson. "If it's not necessary, it won't give a shock if it's not necessary and the hands must be far enough from the shunt to make sure it's not necessary."

Jeff Wagner
Self Reporter

Many Highline students may need to change their spring class schedules due to a string of cancelled classes. Laurens, vice president of administration, said many classes are being cut because of a $1.5 billion budget shortfall. Students must freeze state hiring restrictions on government. In response to a disappointing revenue forecast, Gov. Gary Locke wants to cut annual cost of living increases for state employees. This could affect Highline faculty.

"To help balance the budget, Gov. Locke wants to cut annual cost of living increases for state employees. This could affect Highline faculty."
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